We propose two types of autonomic and distributed cooperative behaviors of peers for peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks. Cooperative behaviors of peers are mediated by query trails, and allows the exploration of better trade-off points between file search and storage load balancing performance. Query trails represent previous successful search paths and indicate which peers contributed to previous file searches and were at the same time exposed to the storage load. The first type of cooperative behavior is to determine the locations of replicas of files through the medium of query trails. Placement of replicas of files on strong query trails contributes to improvement of search performance, but a heavy load is generated due to writing files in storage to peers on the strong query trails. Therefore, we attempt to achieve storage load balancing between peers, while avoiding significant degradation of the search performance by creating replicas of files in peers adjacent to peers on strong query trails. The second type of cooperative behavior is to determine whether peers provide requested files through the medium of query trails. Provision of files by peers holding requested files on strong query trails contributes to better search performance, but such provision of files generates a heavy load for reading files from storage to peers on the strong query trails. Therefore, we attempt to achieve storage load balancing while making only small sacrifices in search performance by having peers on strong query trails refuse to provide files. Simulation results show that the first type of cooperative behavior provides equal or improved ability to explore trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance in a static and nearly homogeneous P2P environment, without the need for fine tuning parameter values, compared to replication methods that require fine tuning of their parameters values. In addition, the combination of the second type and the first type of cooperative behavior yields better storage load balancing performance with little degradation of search performance. Moreover, even in a dynamic and heterogeneous P2P environment, the two types of cooperative behaviors yield good ability to explore trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance. key words: P2P file sharing, storage load balancing, file replication, cooperative behaviors, query-trail 
system for file sharing. A distributed storage system for file sharing provides a large amount of storage by accumulating the unused storage of peers, which enables large amounts of data to be stored and shared without the need for a costly file server. According to [1] , there are several forms in P2P networks for file sharing. We can roughly classify P2P networks for file sharing into two types. One type is structured P2P networks that have a mechanism to manage file locations in a network. Representatives of structured P2P networks are those using a distributed hash table (DHT) [2] - [5] . The other type is unstructured P2P networks that do not have such a mechanism, in which peers freely link to each other.
At present, pure unstructured P2P file sharing networks that are being actively used in the real world are decreasing in number. For instance, LimeWire [6] built upon the Gnutella network, which is a representative unstructured P2P file sharing network, was previously a pure unstructured P2P file sharing network, but the present LimeWire includes a DHT-based structured P2P network to achieve reliable search for particular files. However, the core component of LimeWire is still an unstructured P2P network, and due to the flexibility of an unstructured P2P network, it seems to be able to hold millions of active users at any given moment. Therefore, studies on pure unstructured P2P networks, especially large-scale ones, would be necessary.
To make such unstructured P2P networks more practical, they have been investigated from two perspectives. One is to enhance search performance and the other is to balance storage load among peers. To enhance search performance in unstructured P2P networks, query forwarding methods and file replication methods have been investigated. The basic strategy to enhance search performance in unstructured P2P networks is that a file replication method places more files at easy reachable peers by a given query forwarding method or that a query forwarding method forwards queries to peers holding more files. Such methods are essential for efficient file sharing because no mechanism is available for determining file locations.
However, enhancing search performance means that particular peers are more frequently accessed, thus causing a load bias to the particular peers. This problem is actually similar to the problem of one point failure in clientserver network services. Thus, there is a trade-off relationship between search performance and storage load balancing in unstructured P2P networks, and therefore, unstructured P2P networks should include not only strategies to Copyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers enhance search performance but strategies to balance load among peers as well to reliably sustain themselves.
In the present study, we focus on unstructured P2P networks. The goal of the present study is to explore better trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance in unstructured P2P file sharing networks. We therefore propose two types of autonomic and distributed cooperative behaviors of peers. In addition, we examine the ability of the two types of cooperative behavior of peers to explore trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance through simulation experiments. Cooperative behaviors of peers are mediated by query trails. Query trails represent information of previous successful search paths and demonstrate which peers contributed to previous file searches and were at the same time exposed to the storage load. The strength of query-trails basically stands for access frequency to storage of peers.
We consider two types of storage load in the present paper. The first type of storage load is caused by writing a file in a peer. The meaning of writing a file in a peer is that a peer receiving a request to create a replica of a file stores the file in its storage. The second type of storage load is caused by reading a file from a peer. The meaning of reading a file from a peer is that a peer holding a requested file retrieves the requested file from its storage to forward the file to a peer making the request. The two types of cooperative behaviors of peers are proposed to balance these two types of storage load.
The first type of cooperative behavior of peers basically aims at balancing load among peers caused by writing files in the peers. This cooperative behavior of peers is actually equivalent to a file replication method and determines the locations of replicas of files through the medium of query trails. However, this first type of cooperative behavior of peers cannot handle balancing load among peers caused by reading files from the peers. The second type of cooperative behavior of peers basically aims at balancing load among peers caused by reading files from the peers. The second type is to determine whether peers refuse to provide files through the medium of query trails.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related research. Section 3 explains the proposed replication method, which is the first type of cooperative behavior of peers mediated by query-trails mentioned above. The proposed method is experimentally evaluated assuming a static and nearly homogeneous P2P environment in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we propose a method for balancing the load of reading files from storage, which is the second type of cooperative behavior of peers mediated by query-trails. In addition, the proposed method is combined with the replication method proposed in Sect. 3, and the combined method is examined experimentally assuming a static and nearly homogeneous P2P environment. In Sect. 6, the combined method is examined experimentally assuming a dynamic and heterogeneous P2P environment in contrast to the environment assumed in Sect. 5. Our conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.
Related Work
In this paper we propose a replication method for unstructured P2P networks and a method for determining a peer that provides a requested file in unstructured P2P networks. These proposed methods are intended to explore better trade-off points between search and storage load balancing performances. So, we here briefly describe previous studies of replication methods for unstructured P2P networks, methods for determining peers that provide services in unstructured P2P networks, load balancing methods for unstructured P2P networks, and methods for exploring some performance trade-off in unstructured P2P networks.
Replication methods are used in unstructured P2P networks for enhancing search efficiency and reliability [7] - [11] . Since searching in unstructured P2P networks is blind, replicas of files distributed over networks contribute to quick and reliable file searching. In [11] , several previous replication methods are reviewed from two aspects, which are selection of files for replication and selection of sites for hosting new replicas, and a new replication method is also proposed. The replication method proposed in [11] , Qreplication, selects files for replication based on calculation of popularity of the files in each peer. Also, it selects peers for hosting new replicas from among peers reachable from a peer of focus by random-walk with limited hop counts, in which the ability and availability of the candidate peers for hosting new replicas are considered to be selected. These ways are different from those of our replication method, but how to select peers for hosting new replicas is methodologically similar to ours in terms of selecting the candidate peers by random walk. In this way, peers of high degree are likely to be selected.
Replication methods are also used in unstructured P2P networks for access load balancing [12] . In [12] , the load on a peer is defined as the number of bytes transfered from the peer as a response to queries originated from other nodes. The load index is the Fairness Index, which is basically the same as the Balance Index [13] presented and used in Sect. 6. The replication method presented in [12] relies only on local communication between peers to achieve load balancing. The peers locally exchange their load states and examine if they are overloaded compared to the neighboring peers using their load states and a threshold. If a peer is regarded as an overloaded peer, then the peer replicates the most frequently queried item among its own items on a neighboring peer that the most frequently or the second frequently forwards the query for the item to the peer, if the replication is expected to better achieve load balancing. Our replication method presented in this paper also relies only on local communication among peers to achieve load balancing and makes the peers judge if they are allowed to create replicas of items on other peers based on their load states, which correspond to query trails in the present paper. However, our replication method tries to create replicas of items just when a successful search path for a certain query is obtained, and candidate peers on which the replicas will be created are those on the successful search path and their neighboring peers. In addition, replicas of items are likely to create on less loaded peers, rather that peers that frequently forwarded queries to overloaded peers.
Our previous paper [14] focused on replication methods in unstructured P2P networks for file sharing. Our objective was not only to achieve good search performance but also to achieve storage load balancing. In particular, we proposed three different replication methods in our previous paper: Path Random Replication, Path Adaptive Replication, and Path Adaptive Replication with Priority Level. These methods are all probabilistic replication methods that make replicas of files in peers on the present successful search path. Unlike our previous replication methods presented in [14] , the replication method presented in this paper considers the relationship between the states of storage loads of peers adjacent to the peer of focus in order to achieve storage load balancing among peers.
There are several methods for selecting peers that provide services based on given metrics. Peers providing services like files in a file sharing network are selected in order for the network to reduce cross-ISP traffic in [15] and to minimize downloading time for files in [16] . In this paper, we propose a method for selecting peers that provide requested files in order for the network to balance the load of reading files from the storage among peers.
As approaches to load balancing in unstructured P2P networks, dynamic topology reconfiguration schemes [17] , [18] have been proposed. The topology reconfiguration schemes basically dynamically move logical incoming links of overloaded peers to underloaded peers. The method presented in [17] is meant to balance load caused by queries among peers by the topology reconfiguration, in which virtual servers mediate between overloaded and underloaded peers.
There are several studies that seek to explore certain performance tradeoff in unstructured P2P networks [19] , [20] . For example, in [19] , the tradeoff between overall system performance and fairness to high bandwidth users in BitTorrent-like unstructured P2P systems is considered. In the present paper, we seek to explore the performance tradeoff between access load balancing and search in unstructured P2P networks.
Our previous paper relevant to the present paper is [21] . In [21] , the first type of cooperative behavior of peers mentioned in Sect. 1 was proposed and evaluated through simulations. In the present paper, we will newly propose another type of storage load balancing method, which balances load caused by reading a file from a peer, and also, explain the two types of storage load balancing methods proposed in [21] and the present paper by a concept of query-trailmediated cooperative behaviors of peers. In addition, we will evaluate the proposed cooperative behaviors of peers in dynamic P2P environments through simulations.
Replication Method
In this section, we present the first type of cooperative behaviors of peers, which is a new replication method for unstructured P2P networks for file sharing. The proposed replication method determines where to place replicas of files through the medium of query trails. The new method is meant to balance the storage load among peers as well as to limit the increase in the number of hops needed to find requested files.
Concept
In the present study, we use a random-walk-based query forwarding method. In fact, under the use of random-walkbased query forwarding methods, differences in degree of peers could induce differences in the frequency of query arrival to the peers. Concretely, when a random walker moves around in an arbitrary network, the probability with which the random walker arrives at a node is proportional to the degree of the node [22] . In such a case, if P2P networks select only peers on the present successful search path as peers in which a replica of a requested file is created, it is likely that the rate at which the number of files in peers of high degree increases is higher than that in peers of low degree. In addition, it is likely that queries made by peers of low degree are propagated by way of peers of high degree. That is, peers of low degree depend strongly on peers of high degree with respect to file searching. Therefore, in order to achieve load balancing in P2P networks, peers of low degree should bear part of the overall load that peers of high degree require to achieve load balancing in P2P networks.
It is, however, true that peers of high degree have to hold several replicas of files in order to handle the increases in the number of hops. To overcome the trade-off between storage load balancing and search performance, we will place several replicas of files in peers adjacent to a peer of high degree so that the peers adjacent to the peer of high degree can provide with certainty requested files that the peer of high degree does not provide. This method would not increase the number of hops greatly. However, if several replicas of files are placed in peers of high degree adjacent to a peer of high degree, the situation would be the same as in Path Replication and Path Random Replication, in which replicas of files are placed in peers on the present search path. Therefore, the key to simultaneous achievement of load balancing and reduction of the number of hops is the method by which replicas of files are allocated around peers of high degree. That is, replicas of files should be placed in peers with less load that are adjacent to peers of high degree.
When using a random-walk-based query forwarding method and a file replication method that create replicas of files in peers on the present successful search path, degree of peers can be thought to be correlated with the storage load of peers, and therefore, can be used as values to estimate the storage load of peers. On the other hand, in a different sit-uation from this, it is not sure that degree of peers works as values to estimate the storage load of peers. Therefore, we should prepare values to estimate the storage load of peers in a variety of situations including the situation above.
In the present study, we use query trails as values to estimate the storage load of peers. The query trails represent information on the previous successful search paths that queries passed through. However, since it is impossible to leave query trails on network links, each peer memorizes which directed links from the peer to its neighboring peers queries passed through. In other words, each peer memorizes which of its neighboring peers it forwarded queries to. We regard peers through which queries frequently passed and to which queries were frequently forwarded by their neighboring peers as peers of high load.
We have two reasons for choosing the strength of query trails as values that represent the storage load of peers from among various possible values to estimate the storage load of peers. One reason is technical. The strength of query trails can reveal which peers were subjected to storage loads by previous searches, no matter what query forwarding methods are used. The other reason is conceptual. The replication method mediated by query trails is analogous in some sense to an ant colony mediated by pheromone trails. An ant colony has a function whereby a group of ants finds the shortest path from an anthill to food, so that the analogy of an ant colony has been used for methods by which to search for the shortest path [23] , [24] and path with the lowest cost on the Internet [25] . Here, we focus on the feedback of actions of elements with a small function, such as ants or peers, to the entire function, rather than on a function to find the path with the lowest cost. Whereas the entire function whereby a swarm of ants forms through the medium of pheromone trails is to find the shortest path from an ant hill to a food source, the entire function whereby a swarm of peers forms through the medium of query trails is the creation of file replications capable of storage load balancing and practical file search performance.
Method
Next, we will explain in detail the proposed replication method. The basic feature of the proposed replication method is to determine a peer in which a replica of a requested file is placed by using the history of the previous successful searches, which is equivalent to a query trail. The history is managed not by particular peers but by each peer. If particular peers manage the history as in a client-server network, their disappearance from a network would damage the overall functionality of the network. On the other hand, by allowing each peer to manage only its own search experience, the disappearance of peers would not greatly affect the overall functionality of a network.
The proposed replication method repeats the three steps described below. (1) Obtaining a successful search path A given query forwarding method first finds a file requested by some peer and then obtains the path from the peer that makes a query to a peer having a requested file as the present successful search path (see Fig. 1 ). If a given query forwarding method finds several successful search paths at the same time, the shortest path among all of the successful search paths is regarded as the present successful search path. Suppose that a certain peer on the present successful search path, q, is linked to Q peers. First, the number of times that peer q was on the previous successful search paths, O q , and the average number of times that its Q neighboring peers were on them, O Q , are obtained, as given by Eq. (1):
where
is the number of times that the i-th peer in the Q neighboring peers was on the previous successful search paths. This is one of the two measures of the strength of the query trails. Next, according to the comparative results between O q and O Q , which fall into either of the two cases described below, the replication method selects a peer in which a replica of a requested file is created probabilistically and then actually makes the replica in the selected peer with fixed probability. This fixed probability is a parameter of the proposed method and is hereinafter referred to as the replication probability (RP). As shown below, O Q , as represented by Eq. (1), adds two different types of replication strategy into each of the local networks that comprise the entire network.
(a) Case 1:
Peer q is simply selected as a peer in which a replica of a requested file is created with a given replication probability. This means that if the number of times that the peer of interest was on the previous successful search paths is smaller than the average number of its neighboring peers, the peer of interest is explicitly prohibited from selecting a peer in which a replica of a requested file is created probabilistically (referred to as a peer for replication hereinafter) from among its neighboring peers. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2 .
The replication method selects one peer from among the peers adjacent to peer q, where the points explained in
Step (3) below are used. The points are represented by positive integers. The points are the second measure of the strength of the query trails. Suppose that peer q previously assigned P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Q) points to each peer adjacent to peer q. The probability with which the i-th peer among the Q peers is selected as a peer for replication is given by Eq. (2):
This equation indicates that peers to which more comparatively points were assigned in the past can prevent themselves from being selected as peers for replication. The replica is made in the selected peer according to the above equation with the given replication probability. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . In the procedure described above, if a selected peer already has a requested file, then a replica of the requested file is not made in the selected peer. In addition, the procedure described above is applied to all of the peers on the present successful search path sequentially in a direction from the peer having the requested file to that making the query.
(3) Updating data of peers Let the direction to a peer having a requested file on a successful search path be the upper direction on the successful search path. Each peer on the present successful search path increases by one the number of times it forwarded a query to the peer in the upper direction on the path. The number of times a query is forwarded in this manner is hereinafter referred to as points, and the phrase "assigning a point to a peer" is also used herein (see Fig. 4 ). The numbers in the circles indicate the number of times that the peers were on previous successful search paths. The numbers next to the center peer that had 10 previous successful search paths indicate the points that the peer assigned to neighboring peers denoted by the arrows. In this example, each of the six peers had a chance to be selected with probability S i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) and the first peer with probability S 1 has happened to be selected.
Fig. 4
Updating the points of the peers on the present successful search path. The numbers in the circles indicate the number of times that the peers were on previous successful search paths. The numbers next to each peer indicate the points that the peer assigned to neighboring peers denoted by the arrows.
This point is one of the two measures of the strength of the query trails, where the directions of query trails are taken into account. The other measure of the strength of the query trails is the number of times that peers were on the previous successful search paths, where the directions of query trails are not taken into account. This is actually O i mentioned in the explanation of Step (2). As for point assignment records, peers that assigned points to other peers record to which peers they assigned points, along with the total number of points they assigned to the peers in the past. The points mentioned here are used in
Step (2)-(b) above for selecting peers for replication. After assigning points, all of the peers on the present successful search path, including peers that made a query and supplied a requested file, increase the number of times that they were on the previous successful search paths by one (see Fig. 4 ).
The initial points and the number of times of being on search successful paths are zero for all of the peers composing the network.
The proposed replication method is called the Querytrail-based Replication, referred to hereinafter as QR. In Sects. 4 and 5, none of the peers is allowed to reduce the number of times that it was on previous successful search paths and points assigned to its neighboring peers. However, in practice, the storage load of peers (access frequencies) over a short span must be accurately estimated, for example, by reducing the number of times that the peers were on previous successful search paths and the points by a certain amount at a certain interval.
Finally, to implement QR in a P2P network, every peer has to gather the number of times that a peer was on the previous successful search paths from its neighboring peers whenever it determines which neighboring peer to create a replica of a file in. This information gathering causes additional processing and network traffic to the network. However, the amount of the information exchanged among the peers to implement QR is negligibly small compared to the size of a file shared among the peers, because the exchanged information is just an integer. Therefore, the cost of the information gathering mentioned here will not be discussed hereinafter.
Experiments
In the previous section, we proposed the replication method, QR. Next, we will experimentally evaluate QR with respect to both storage load balancing and search performance.
Simulation Model
The configurations of the P2P network simulation model are as follows. The total number of peers present in the network is 10,000 and the total number of links between peers is 20,000. The distribution of the degrees of peers in the network is shown in Fig. 5 . The topology of the P2P network in the simulation model used is generated by the algorithm described in [26] . The topology follows a power law [27] , [28] with respect to the distribution of degree. Since the Gnutella network is a representative unstructured P2P network that follows an approximate power law with respect to the distribution of the degree of peers [29] , it is valid to use network topology following a power law for the investigation of unstructured P2P networks. So, we will evaluate the proposed methods assuming a static power-law network topology. However, it is shown in [30] that the network topology of the recent Gnutella does not follow a power-law, if it is build within a short period of time. That would be because the peers frequently leave and join the network. Therefore, we will consider a dynamic change in a P2P network topology which is based on [30] and evaluate the proposed methods under that situation in Sect. 6 .
The maximum storage capacity of every peer is 20. One file consumes one unit of storage, so that the maximum number of files that a peer can hold is 20. When the storage of a peer is full and a request for a replica of a requested file arrives at the peer, the oldest file is replaced by the requested file (FIFO replacement discipline). How to displace the files in storage of a peer by new one when the storage is full would somewhat influence the storage load balancing and the search performance considered here. However, we use the same way of file displacement for several replication methods compared here and will not discuss the effects of file displacement ways. The query forwarding method used in the present paper is a 16-walker random walk [9] . The 16-walker random walk literally uses 16 walkers with a query that randomly walks around peers from the peer making a query for a requested file. Even if the 16 walkers start from a peer with degree less than 16, each of the 16 walkers just randomly selects one of neighboring peers of the peer as a next-hop peer. The Time To Live (TTL) for every walker is 100 hops. In addition, a walker may revisit the same peer more than once. If one or more of the 16 walkers finds a requested file, then the shortest path among the successful search paths that they obtained is selected as the present successful search path and the search is finished.
In fact, flooding as a query forwarding method is easy to implement in unstructured P2P networks and often used for search in them. Flooding forwards a query arriving at a peer to all of neighboring peers of the peer, and provides reliable search if TTL is set to be large. However, when using flooding with a large value of TTL, the number of query messages forwarded over a network becomes vast. It is shown in [9] that combination of k-walker random walk as a query forwarding method and a replication method based on pre-acquired access frequency of files provides as reliable search as flooding with smaller number of query messages. We do not use the same replication method presented in [9] , but expect to achieve reliable search by the combination of 16-walker random walk and each of the replication methods used in the present paper with smaller number of query messages.
In one run of the simulation model, the search for a requested file is repeated 50,000 times in a one-by-one manner, and a peer that makes a query is randomly chosen. Furthermore, a file requested by each peer is randomly determined. This means that all types of files in the network have an equal popularity.
The total number of file types in the network is 110. However, only 100 file types exist in the initial state of the network, and 10 files are allocated over the network with respect to each file type. The initial distribution of files is random, but identical, each time the simulation model is run. Next, immediately after the 10,000 searches have finished, another 10 file types are allocated over the network, where the number of files of each type is 10. Similar to the initial distribution, the distribution of the additional files is random, but identical, each time the simulation model is run.
One reason for increasing the number of types of files distributed over the network in the P2P simulation model as mentioned above is that it is a general event in real P2P file sharing networks. Another reason for this is to see how load of peers that was caused by search for the initially distributed 100 types of files influences the search performance for the lately distributed files. If we determine places of creating replicas of files by regarding storage utilization ratios as load of peers, creating replicas of files in peers whose storage is fully occupied by replicas of files is not promoted because those peers are considered to be highly loaded. If we define storage utilization ratios as load of peers in the present paper, peers of high degree that play an important role in quick and reliable file search first get their storage to be full occupation by replicas of the initially distributed files, and then they cannot hold replicas of the lately distributed files in their storage. Meanwhile, we define access frequency to peers (the strength of query-trails) as load of peers in the present paper and think it possible to explore the performance trade-off by updating the access frequency at short intervals in the situation of dynamic increasing and decreasing the number of types of files in the network. However, since the access frequency to peers are not statistically changed with the time in Sects. 4 and 5, it is not updated at certain intervals.
Evaluation Criteria
We will basically use the evaluation criteria described in our previous study [14] . In [14] , the storage load was defined using not the distribution of storage usage ratios among peers, but rather the number of storage accesses.
Let d, n w , and n r be the degree of a peer, the number of times a file is written in the peer, and the number of times a file is read from the peer, respectively. First, we plot three types of points, (d, n w + n r ), (d, n w ), and (d, n r ), with respect to all of the peers in the network and then fit a straight line to each of the three types of sets of points using the least squares method. The slope of a line fitted to a set of points of (d, n w + n r ) represents the evaluation criterion of storage load balancing (referred to hereinafter as SL). The smaller the slope, the greater the ability of the replication method in storage load balancing. Similar to SL, the slopes of two lines fitted with sets of points of (d, n w ) and (d, n r ) represent the evaluation criteria of writing and reading load balancing, respectively (referred to hereinafter as WL and RL).
The evaluation criterion for the search performance is based on the average number of hops needed to find requested files during some period. The average number of hops during some period is calculated on both the initially allocated files and the additionally allocated files. As for the initially allocated files, the number of hops from the 10,001th to 30,000th searches is taken into account for the calculation of the average number of hops (referred to hereinafter as HI). The reason for considering these 20,000 searches for the calculation of the average number of hops is as follows. Since the number of files of each type is quite small just after the files start being shared, the number of hops varies widely at the beginning of sharing those files. So, we consider the number of hops observed in a more stable situation, that is, from the 10,001th to 30,000th searches. As for the additionally allocated files, the number of hops from the 20,001th to 40,000th searches is taken into account for the calculation of the average number of hops (referred to hereinafter as HA). The reason for considering these 20,000 searches is the same as the case of the initially allocated files.
In addition to storage load and the average number of hops, we observe the total number of times a file is written for all of the peers in the network during all of the searches (referred to hereinafter as NW) and the total number of files in the network after all of the searches are finished (referred to hereinafter as NF).
All of the evaluation criteria are shown in Table 1 .
Methods for Comparison
We use two replication methods for comparison to QR. One is Path Random Replication (referred to hereinafter as PRR), which makes a replica of a requested file only in peers on the present successful search path with fixed probability. If the probability is set to 100%, then Path Random Replication is equivalent to Path Replication, which makes a replica of a requested file in all of the peers on the present successful search path. QR attempts to achieve better storage load balancing between peers than a replication method that places replicas of files on strong query trails, while not significantly degrading the search perfor- The total number of files mance compared to a replication method that places replicas of files on strong query trails, by creating replicas of files in peers adjacent to peers on strong query trails. Therefore, the most relevant existing method for comparison is exactly PRR, which creates replicas of files on strong query trails. In addition, it is expected that the number of times that replicas of the requested files are created is approximately the same for PRR and QR with the same replication probability. If this is true, we can say that the comparison of PRR and QR with the same replication probability is fair. The other replication method makes a replica of a requested file in peers on the present successful search path with a probability that is inversely proportional to the degree of the peers, rp, as represented by rp
where rp is equal to one if C/d > 1, C is a constant, and d is the degree of a peer. This method is called Replication with Probability Inversely proportional to the Degree of a peer, or RPID. We proposed PRID for comparison with QR. In RPID, the product of the probability of query arrival at a peer and the replication probability is approximately the same in every peer under the assumption that the number of times that a query arrives at a peer is proportional to the degree of the peer.
Actually, according to the random walk theory on networks [22] , the probability of the arrival of a walker at a node of degree d, pa, is given by pa = d 2m , where m is the total number of edges in the network. Therefore, when C = 1, the value of rp × pa is the same regardless of the value of d. That is, the best storage load balancing would be obtained when C = 1. However, in order to reduce the number of hops, the value of C has to be set to be greater than one, and the appropriate value of C would depend on m, which is related to network size and topology. Thus, C is demonstrated to be a parameter for exploring the trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance.
Experimental Results
We experimentally examine the performance of QR using the simulation model of a P2P network and the evaluation criteria explained in the previous section.
We use five replication probabilities for QR and PRR: 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20%. If the replication probability is the same for the two methods, then the number of times that replicas of the requested files are created would be approximately the same for the two methods. In addition, the replication probability of 100% should yield the smallest number of hops for both methods.
On the other hand, as mentioned in the previous section, the appropriate value of C of RPID that yields good load balancing as well as fewer hops should depend on the network configuration. Therefore, we will use various values of C, ranging from 1 to 625, which are the minimum and the maximum degrees of the peers in the network used. Actually, RPID with C = 625 is the same as Path Replication.
For one replication probability or one value of C, we independently run the simulation model with fixed topology 20 times and show the result as the average of 20 runs.
The observed data is shown in Table 2 , in which only the results of RPID for C = 1, 10, and 20 are shown. According to the preliminary experimental results, the average number of hops reaches a minimum at approximately C = 20, starting from C = 1. Meanwhile, the values of C of approximately 20 provide the best load balancing among the values of C that yield almost the minimum average number of hops. Therefore, the values of C of approximately 20 can be regarded as the best among the values of C that yield almost the minimum average number of hops.
Examples of lines that represent the storage loads of the three replication methods used herein are shown in Fig. 6 , where the replication probability for QR and PRR is 100% and the value of C in RPID is 20.
Discussion
We can observe from Table 2 that all of the replication methods used herein have the performance trade-off. That is to say, if the load balancing performance becomes higher, the search performance becomes lower and vice-versa. So, our focus here is the degree of the performance trade-off induced by each replication method. In a situation such that a certain replication method yields better load balancing performance (or better search performance) than other methods when the search performance (or the load balancing performance) of all of the methods are similar, we say that the replication method yields a better trade-off point than the others. We will use the phrase 'a better trade-off point' as this meaning hereinafter.
We first compare the result of QR with that of PRR. According to Table 2 , we can see that QR is superior to PRR in terms of storage load balancing for any replication probability used, and that the average number of hops for initially and additionally distributed files are approximately the same. Therefore, we can say that QR yields better tradeoff points than PRR.
When these two methods have the same value of RP, the values of NW for them are almost the same, that is, the numbers of times of replications are almost the same between them. We can, therefore, say that comparison of the results between them using the same value of RP is fair. This simply suggests that the method of placing replicas of files over the networks is significant for storage load balancing among peers when the total number of replicas of files is fixed.
The difference in storage load between the two methods is caused by the difference in writing load between the two methods. According to Figs. 6 (a) and (b), while PRR gave a linear increase in the number of both writing and reading files with the degree of peers, QR caused the number of file writes in peers of degree greater than approximately 100 to be approximately equal, although the increase in the number of file writes in peers of degree less than approximately 100 was linear.
This discontinuous increase in the number of file writes occurs as a result of the switching cases using Eq. (1) in Sect. 3.2. According to a preliminary experiment, the average degree of peers adjacent to the peer of interest is approximately 100. In addition, according to the random-walk theory mentioned before, a peer was on the previous successful search paths should be proportional to the degree of the peer. Therefore, peers meeting Case 2 described in Sect. 3.2 should have degree greater than approximately 100, and actually the discontinuous occurs around degree of 100. The ability to make the number of file writes in peers with degrees of greater than approximately 100 equal is the most important concept in storage load balancing. This writing load balancing occurs as a result of Eq. (2) in Sect. 3.2. However, if we change the condition to determine the degree that divides all of the peers into two replication strategy groups, we could obtain results different from those obtained here.
Next, Table 2 and Fig. 6 (c) show that RPID achieved good writing load balancing. If we compare the results of QR, PRR, and RPID when the values of NW for them are similar to each other, for example, when the values of RP for QR and PRR are 60% and the value of C for RPID is 20, we can see that their search performance are almost the same, and the performance of access load balancing of QR and RPID are similar but that of PRR is inferior to that of QR and RPID. Therefore, we can say that QR and RPID yield better trade-off points than PRR and also that QR and RPID are similar in terms of ability in yielding better tradeoff points. In addition, QR with the replication probability of 80% or 100% yields slightly better search performance than RPID with C = 20, but slightly worse performance of access load balancing than RPID with C = 20.
Since RPID makes a replica of a requested file in peers on the present successful search path with a probability that is inversely proportional to the degree of peers, the number of file writes of RPID is expected to be approximately the same in every peer in the case of C = 1, when the probability of query arrival at a peer is proportional to the degree of the peer. However, RPID should require C to be set appropriately, for example as C = 20, in order to handle the increase in the average number of hops by making peers of middle and high degrees have a sufficient number of files.
To verify this, we conducted an experiment with another power-law network topology with the same number of nodes as that in the simulation model described earlier, but with fewer edges (approximately 13,000) than that in the simulation model (20,000). The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . Since we have confirmed from preliminary simulation experiments that the average number of hops does not vary much in the case that C is greater than or equal to 5, we show only the results of the values of C up to 10 in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that the appropriate value of C for this network topology was approximately 5, which yields the Table 3 Experimental results used to verify that an appropriate value of C in RPID depends on network topology. RP is the replication probability. C is the parameter of RPID. SL is the storage load. RL is the reading load. WL is the writing load. HI is the average number of hops for initially distributed files. HA is the average number of hops for additionally distributed files.
RP best load balancing (the smallest value of S L) among values of C that yield almost the minimum average number of hops, which is greater than or equal to 5. This result is different from that for the network topology described earlier (approximately C = 20). Since we cannot obtain the information on the whole unstructured P2P network, if we use RPID and attempt to achieve the minimum average number of hops while keeping better storage load balancing as much as possible, an adaptive mechanism for changing the value of C should be embedded in the network so as to achieve that. Meanwhile, QR also needs to set an appropriate replication probability for a given network. However, it is not as difficult as setting the value of C for RPID. As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , the smaller the replication probability of QR is, the lower the search performance is and the higher the storage load balancing is. That is to say, even if the network configurations as a network topology are changed, QR with the replication probability of 100% always yields the best load balancing performance among all of the possible replication probabilities that yield the minimum average number of hops.
Actually, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 , QR and RPID are similar in terms of ability in yielding better trade-off points. For instance, we can see from Table 3 that QR with the replication probability of 80% and RPID with C = 5 have similar search performance and performance of access load balancing. However, the advantage of QR over RPID is that as mentioned above, whatever the network configurations are, we can easily understand the relationship between the parameter value of QR and the performance of QR and actually set the parameter value based on this understanding. To obtain the minimum average number of hops while achieving better storage load balancing as much as possible, at least we can more easily set the parameter value of QR than that of PRID.
Furthermore, RPID is basically effective only when a random-walk based query forwarding method is used in the first place. If we use other types of query forwarding methods, it would be difficult to obtain probability with which each peer is on successful search paths. Meanwhile, QR is expected to achieve at least local storage load balancing even for other types of query forwarding method, because its strategy is to create replicas of files in peers of low load adjacent to peers of high load based on query trails generated by the query forwarding methods.
Method for Balancing the Load of Reading Files from Storage
In the previous section, we proposed the first type of cooperative behaviors of peers, which is a replication method for exploring better trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performances. When using a randomwalk-based query forwarding method, the probability of query arrival to a peer is proportional to degree of the peer. Therefore, even if the load of writing files in storage is balanced among peers, and consequently every peer holds the same number of files, the number of times that a file is read from the storage of a peer results in the probability being proportional to degree of the peer. If load balancing of reading files from storage among peers can be achieved, we can expect further storage load balancing among peers. In this section, we propose a method for balancing the load of reading files from storage among peers in return for a slight degradation in search performance, which is the second type of cooperative behaviors of peers.
Local Control of Providing Files by Peers
The proposed method for balancing the load of reading files from storages requires a peer to determine whether it provides a requested file to a peer making a query based on comparison of the load between the peer and its neighbors. Here, we also estimate the state of loads of peers based on query trails as the replication method presented in Sect. 3. The query trails used here are the points, which is one of the two types of query trails described in Sect. 3. The procedures of the proposed method are as follows. First, the method obtains a value of R c ∈ [−1, +1] by Eq. (3), which contains the total number of points that a peer of interest assigned to its neighboring peers, r f , and that its neighboring peers assigned to the peer of interest, r a .
The load that the peer of interest assigned to its neighboring peers is represented by r f and the load that its neighboring peers assigned to the peer of interest is represented by r a . Therefore, the smaller the value of R c , the higher the load of the peer of interest. Second, using R c below, the method determines whether a peer holding a requested file provides a file according to the rules, in which T r is a parameter of the method. This rule is illustrated in Fig. 7. -If R c ≥ T r , then the peer provides the requested file.
-If R c < T r , then the peer refuses to provide the requested file.
The proposed method for balancing the load of reading files from storages among peers is composed of Eq. (3) and the above rules. We call the proposed method the Querytrail-based File Provision, or QFP.
Simulation Results
We combine the proposed QFP with QR proposed in Sect. Table 2 . These six types of points are plotted in Fig. 8 . Figure 8 (a) shows the average number of hops for initially distributed files, which are (SL, HI), (WL, HI), and (RL, HI). According to Fig. 8 , with the increase of T r , the combination method of QR and QFP greatly improved the storage load balancing performance by balancing well the load of reading files from storage among the peers. Although increasing the value of T r caused an increase in the total number of file written to storage, the performance of balancing the load of writing files to storage was not reduced significantly because the performance of QR of load balancing of writing files to storage is quite high.
In actual P2P file sharing networks, the file search time that users can accept and the amount of traffic that networks can accept are different. Therefore, achieving higher storage load balancing with degradation of search performance is not always good for users. However, if the acceptable file search time and the acceptable amount of traffic are large, the use of QFP can improve storage load balancing, and the degree of improvement of the storage load balancing performance can be regulated by the value of T r . The value of T r should be determined by network operators of actual P2P file sharing networks, considering the situations of the networks. Therefore, it is impossible to determine an appropriate value of T r for any situation of the networks. However, in this case, a replication method is required that yields better load balancing of writing files in storages together with QFP.
Evaluation in Dynamic and Heterogeneous P2P Environments
In the evaluation presented in Sects. 4 and 5, we assumed a static and homogeneous P2P network in the simulation model, though degree is different among the peers. In this section, in contrast to Sects. 4 and 5, we assume a dynamic and heterogeneous P2P network in the simulation model and then evaluate QR and the combination method of QR and QFP compared to PRR through simulations.
P2P Simulation Model
The number of peers in the simulation model used herein is set to be 10,000 as in Sects. 4 and 5. Every peer which is present in the network at a certain moment conducts a file search only once. A unit time is defined as time which is required for all of peers present in the network at a certain moment to finish their file searches. RP (the replication probability) for PRR, QR, and the combination method of QR and QFP is set to be 100%. The other configurations of the simulation are mentioned below.
• Topology According to [30] , the Gnutella which is one of the representative unstructured P2P networks include peers which frequently leave and join the network as well as ones which stably stay in the network. Therefore, if time for which the topology information is gathered is long, peers which did not exist in the network at the same time are incorrectly included in one network topology due to frequent participation and departure of peers. In addition, it is shown that the shapes of distribution of degree of peers depend on time for which the topology information is gathered. Especially, when the time for gathering is long, a power law network as reported in [29] appears, and otherwise, the power law network does not appear. In this section, we consider a dynamic topology generation method which is involved in the P2P simulation model based on the fact presented in [30] that there are peers which frequently leave and join the network and ones which stay in the network stably. We will examine in the future work if the dynamically generated topologies in this section fit the results reported in [30] . In the topology generation considered herein, each peer, at every unit time, joins the network according to probability which was given to it in advance. The probability to determine if the i-th peer joins the network at every time, pp i , is a uniform random real number whitin [0.1, 1.0]. This realizes the existence of peers that frequently leave and join the network as well as stay in the network for a long period of time. We have confirmed by preliminary simulations that about 5,500 out of 10,000 peers join the network at any moment. In addition, a peer that has decided to join the network makes an undirected link to other peer at any time. As a result, the total number of links at a certain moment is equal to the number of peers that join the network at that moment. When a peer joins the network for the first time, the peer randomly selects a peer to which the joining peer will link from among all of the peers present in the network at that moment. Next, when the joining peer leaves the network and then rejoins the network, it tries to link to the same peer that it linked to before leaving the network. If the same peer is not in the network, the node randomly selects a peer to which the joining node will link from among all of the peers present in the network at that moment.
• Query Distribution In the simulations herein, 1,000 types of files are present in the network. Each type of file is held by 10 peers. Serial numbers are assigned to all of the 10,000 peers, and the 10(k − 1)-th to the 10k-th peers have the k-th type of file initially, where k = 1, 2, · · · , 1,000. We consider here that one file consumes one unit of storage for record. It is said that query distribution which represents how frequently each file is queried to follows Zipf's law [31] in general. Zipf's law is represented by Eq. (4).
where f is the query generation ratio, x is the rank of popularity of a file, and α stands for the degree of imbalance of popularity among files. According to Zipf's law, a few files with high popularity have most accesses. In this section, we will decide the query generation ratio to files by following Zipf's law and set the parameter α = 1.0 in Eq. (4). We simulate time-varying query distributions. The way to simulate this is that the 301st to the 1000th types of files are queried according to Zipf's law from time 1 to 25 and the first to the 700th types of files are queried according to Zipf's law from time 26 to 50. The timevarying query distributions used herein is shown in Fig. 9 .
• Storage Capacity Storage capacity of each peer is proportional to its own probability to join the network. The storage capacity for the i-th peer, C i , is represented by Eq. (5).
where C i ∈ [10, 100].
Evaporation of Query Trails
We need to be able to estimate the storage load of peers at any moment in a dynamic P2P environment considered herein as precisely as possible. For this purpose, we consider that the peers evaporate their query trails periodically. Concretely, the peers make the current values representing the strength of query trails a half every 10 unit times. That is, points that the peers assigned to their neighbors and the number of times that the peers were on the previous successful search paths are reduced to a half every 10 unit times. When peers leave the network, the links of the peers disappear and points that the peers assigned to their neighbors are reset to be zero. The number of times that the peers were on the previous successful search paths are not varied at the timing of departure of the peers.
Evaluation Criteria
We use the Balance Index [13] as an index of storage load balancing performance. The Balance Index, δ, is defined by Eq. (6) . The closer the value of δ is to 1, the more highly access load is balanced among peers. On the other hand, the closer the value is to 1/N, the more highly access load is biased to particular peers.
where X i is the number of accesses to peer i and N is the total number of peers. The number of accesses refers to the number of times of reading files from the storage and that of writing files in the storage. As X i , we consider three kinds of values, which are the number of times of reading files from the storage (RL: Reading Load), that of writing files in the storage (WL: Writing Load), and the sum of those of reading files from the storage and of writing files in the storage (SL: Storage Load). The Balance Index is calculated at every unit time using RL, WL, and SL of all of the peers including peers which are not present in the network at a certain time.
We use the success ratio of file search as an index of search performance, as well as the average number of hops for successful searches. Those values are also calculated at every unit time. Figure 10 shows the success ratio of file search, the average number of hops for successful searches, and the Balance Index for PRR, QR, and the combination of QR and QFP with T r = −0.5. The results are the average over 20 independent simulation runs.
Results
We can see from Fig. 10 (a)(b) that all of the methods yielded almost the equal search performance. Furthermore, we can also see that QR, and the combination of QR and QFP with T r = −0.5 yielded better storage load balancing performance than PRR. These results suggest that QR, and the combination of QR and QFP achieve both of storage load balancing and high search performance even in dynamic and heterogeneous P2P environments.
Conclusions
We presented two types of query-trail-mediated cooperative behavior of peers for exploring the performance trade-off in unstructured P2P networks. The origin of storage load imbalance among peers in the present paper is random-walkbased query forwarding on a given network topology. We evaluated these two types of query-trail-mediated cooperative behavior of peers assuming a static and almost homogeneous P2P environment through simulations. Simulation results showed that the first type of cooperative behavior provides equal or improved ability to explore trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance, without the need for fine tuning parameter values, compared to replication methods that require fine tuning of their parameters values. In addition, the combination of the second type and the first type of cooperative behavior yields better storage load balancing performance with little degradation of search performance. Furthermore, we evaluated the two types of query-trail-mediated cooperative behaviors of peers assuming a dynamic and heterogeneous P2P environment through simulations. We showed that the two types of cooperative behaviors of peers provide a high capability to explore better trade-off points between storage load balancing and search performance even in the dynamic and heterogeneous P2P environment.
In the present paper, the main cause of storage load imbalance among peers was the use of the random-walk-based query forwarding method. However, even for other types of query forwarding methods, at least local storage load balancing was expected by applying a strategy that creates replicas of files in peers of low load adjacent to peers of high load based on query trails generated by the query forwarding methods. Furthermore, if we first reveal which peers adjacent to peers of high load queries are frequently forwarded from the peers with high load in consideration of the characteristics of used query forwarding methods and then design rules on where to place replicas of files, we could reduce the degradation of the search performance. In the case of using random-walk-based query forwarding methods, a query that arrived at a peer of high load is, with equal probability, forwarded to its neighboring peers. In addition, if we introduce local control of providing files by peers together with file replication methods such as those described above, we can expect higher storage load balancing performance with little degradation in search performance.
